Carlos Pineda has been an Animal Control Manager with the County of Los Angeles Department of Animal Care and Control since 2014. With twenty-four years of service with the County, the majority of Carlos’s tenure has been spent in Field Enforcement Operations with the primary responsibility for enforcing animal license and rabies vaccination requirements. Currently, Carlos leads the Enforcement Services Division and is responsible for coordinating activities with contract city representatives and ensuring that millions of dollars in revenue are properly processed each year.

Carlos is dedicated to the cause of pet licensing and registration as it has been proven to reunite lost pets with their owners.

In his spare time, Carlos loves playing guitar and is a member of the worship team at the church he attends every week. He also has a long hair Dachshund named Lady which he adopted from the Lancaster Care Center. He also has a Bernese Mountain Dog named Kiara. Of course, both are altered, microchipped and registered.